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Abstract. Actors working in knowledge intensive organizations have
to cope with an increased cognitive load by increasing complexity of
knowledge intensive tasks that these actors have to fulfill. This is caused
by developments such as: Globalization, growing product and service
complexity, customers that become more and more powerful, outsourc-
ing, and inter-organizational alliances that cause organizations to grow
more rapidly. Excessive cognitive load negatively influences the quality of
knowledge intensive task fulfillment. It is discussed how elements from
a cognitive matchmaking framework can be coupled with an example
enterprise model to partly provide a solution for avoiding cognitive load
of actors in becoming too excessive. This exercise enables to achieve a
better understanding of the cognitive fit of actor types and knowledge
intensive task types they have to fulfill.

Keywords: cognitive matchmaking, DSML, enterprise modelling,
knowledge intensive tasks, MEMO.

1 Introduction

Organizational value includes both financial and intellectual capital [20]. Finan-
cial capital represents the book value of the organization and includes the value
of its financial and physical assets [10]. On the contrary, intellectual capital
consists of assets created through intellectual activities ranging from acquiring
new knowledge (learning) and inventions leading to the creation of valuable re-
lationships [20]. Organizations that derive their raison d’être to a large extent
from intellectual capital can be referred to as knowledge intensive organizations.
Actors working in these organizations perform knowledge intensive tasks, which
are tasks for which acquisition, application, or testing of knowledge is necessary
in order to successfully fulfill the task [15]. However, the complexity of these
knowledge intensive tasks increases, which is a result of, for example, organiza-
tional growth, increased globalization, growing product complexity, an increas-
ing customer power, outsourcing, shorter product life cycles and return flows,
and inter-organizational alliances [12,19]. Actors that are responsible to fulfill
knowledge intensive tasks in organizations may experience an increased cogni-
tive load if task complexity increases [21]. Cognitive load, increased by growing
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task complexity, can influence the frequency of errors by affecting the strength
of procedural and sensory cues [2,17]. Eventually, the quality of fulfilled tasks
may be negatively influenced.

A cognitive matchmaker system has been developed in earlier work [14,15],
which matches cognitive characteristics supplied by types of actors and cogni-
tive characteristics required to fulfill types of knowledge intensive tasks. The
resulting matches can then be used to achieve a better fit between actors and
tasks which is assumed to positively affect the quality of task fulfillment. A cog-
nitive characteristic is considered to be a specific cognitive part of the cognitive
system that is possessed by an actor which enables an actor to think, learn, or
make decisions [1,18]. For example, the volition characteristic is concerned with
an actor’s willpower to fulfill some knowledge intensive task [11]. The afore-
mentioned cognitive matchmaker system is based on a formal framework for
cognitive matchmaking [15], which is briefly summarized as follows. An actor of
a certain type is characterized by means of the cognitive characteristics that it
supplies at a certain level and a task type is characterized by the characteristics
it requires at a certain level. Each individual characteristic is matched based on
the supply and demand levels. Subsequently, weigh values can be provided to
stress that some characteristic match result is considered more important than
another one. Finally, these weighed characteristic matches are summated and
then normalized to determine a single suitability match result. This shows how
suitable an actor type is to perform a knowledge intensive task type.

In this paper, elements from the cognitive matchmaking framework are com-
bined with the method for multi-perspective enterprise modelling (MEMO) [8].
MEMO guides the creation and application of enterprise models. “An enterprise
model comprises conceptual models of software systems, e.g., object or com-
ponent models, that are integrated with conceptual models of the surrounding
action systems, e.g., business process models or strategy models” [8]. An action
system is considered to be: “A system of interrelated actions that reflect the cor-
responding actors’ intentions and abilities, organizational goals and guidelines,
contextual threats and opportunities, as well as mutual expectations” [7, p. 42].
Elements from the cognitive matchmaking framework could also have been com-
bined with a different enterprise modeling approach. However, approaches such
as MEMO are multi-perspective in that they provide different groups of stake-
holders with specific abstractions and views on their areas of concern within an
enterprise. Therefore, this enables to relate cognitive elements to a variety of dif-
ferent abstractions and views of an enterprise. MEMO includes the meta mod-
eling language MEMO-MML, with which an extensible set of domain-specific
modelling languages (DSMLs) can be specified. In concrete, this means that a
meta meta modelling language serves to develop new modelling languages. A
DSML includes a meta model which specifies the abstract syntax and seman-
tics of the domain-specific language. Eventually, models can be created by in-
stantiating this meta model. A goal modelling language called MEMO-GoalML
and a business process modelling language called MEMO-OrgML are used to
design goal models respectively business process models for specific domains.
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The (MEMO-)GoalML and (MEMO-)OrgML are two examples of DSMLs. The
concrete syntax of OrgML includes graphical symbols that enable to specify
which tasks are part of a (sub) process. The concept of a task is pivotal to couple
an enterprise model with elements of the aforementioned cognitive matchmaking
framework. As processes can be further differentiated into tasks by means of the
OrgML language, an OrgML business process model is studied as those kinds
of enterprise models are particularly suited to combine with cognitive elements.
Based on knowledge gained by studying how these models can be combined with
cognitive elements, further research in this area includes how to combine other
enterprise models with cognitive elements, such as: Organizational structures,
goal models, and models illustrating organizational decision processes.

This paper is structured as follows. First of all, an overview of related work is
presented in section 2. In section 3, the coupling of an enterprise model with cog-
nitive elements is illustrated by means of an OrgML business process model of an
order management process which includes a sub process that is further differen-
tiated into tasks. It is discussed how key elements of the cognitive matchmaking
framework can be coupled with such an enterprise model. The resulting ben-
efits of this exercise are discussed in section 4. Finally, section 5 presents the
conclusions and ideas for future research.

2 Related Work

The existing body of literature reveals that other approaches exist that are ori-
ented towards relating cognitive aspects with (enterprise) modelling languages.
The approach presented in [9] is oriented towards organizational change and
how organizational change processes can be modelled. The discussed approach
to model these processes incorporates cognitive aspects in the form of mental
states of those actors involved in the change. An expressive language is intro-
duced called the meta Temporal Trace Language. With this language, it is, for
example, possible to express the changing (belief) states of actors involved in a
changing organization and new roles that are taken up by actors. Explicit cogni-
tive characteristics are not related to actors, as cognitive aspects are considered
to be the expressed internal (belief) states of actors. Another difference is that
in [9] a new modelling language is developed to describe organizational change
processes which takes cognitive aspects of actors into account, while in this pa-
per the orientation is towards coupling existing enterprise modelling languages
with elements from cognitive matchmaking.

In [3], an approach called structured process modeling is introduced which
encourages modelers to work on a few elements of a process model at the same
time. The argument is that when modelers work on elements in parallel when
designing a business process model less working memory capacity is required
than when working on several parts of the model simultaneously. In summary,
structured process modeling is argued to be a breadth-first modelling approach
for the modelling of business processes that can cause process model quality to
increase. It can be concluded that the research in [3] focuses on preventing the
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overloading of the working memory by offering modelers a modeling style that
takes the cognitive aspects of the processing capabilities of the human brain into
account. Compared to our research, we do not suggest a new modeling style
to reduce cognitive load of process modelers, however, we focus on reducing
cognitive load of actors that fulfill knowledge intensive tasks in general by using
enterprise models enriched with cognitive aspects as an instrument to improve
the understanding what types of tasks should be allocated to what types of
actors in order to achieve a cognitive match. Therefore, this research could be
seen as complementary to our approach.

The work of [16] provides insights in cognitive aspects of novice process de-
signers and it is stipulated that task performance is best when the mental repre-
sentation of a problem matches that of the ‘cognitive design vehicle’, for example,
the process model that is used to solve the problem at hand. Furthermore, their
plans for future work include considerations on how well modelling languages fit
to mental representations of the processes being designed, and the effect on the
performance of the process design task. Analogously to our research, it could
be stated that the mental representation of the (knowledge intensive) task at
hand would then need to match the types of design tools that an actor has at
its disposal in order to achieve better task performance. As we are trying to
understand how to improve the match between an actor/task-combination, the
approach by [16] can also be seen as complementary to reduce cognitive load and
increase task performance by taking a different solution strategy into account.

3 Illustrating the Coupling of an Enterprise Model with
Cognitive Elements

Figure 1 shows an OrgML business process model of an order management pro-
cess as part of a fictitious company that sells printers [6, p. 92]. The product
line ranges from low budget printers that are sold at less than e100 a piece
to high performance printers with a price tag of e5.000 and more. The figure
shows start and stop events, as well as events that indicate a state change in
the process. There are six sub processes shown, which are in this case semi-
automated processes as they are performed by humans with the support of a
computer. The model also includes four branches. For example, at the right end
of the ‘check credibility’ sub process a branching symbol is shown indicating
that a rule-based decision is made by a human after completing a sub process.
Furthermore, a merger symbol is shown that combines two alternative paths of
execution into one common path and an AND- and OR-synchronizer is shown.
The process starts when an order is received of a customer that wants to order
one or more printers. After receiving the order, the credibility of the customer
is checked. Dependent of this outcome, a subsequent path is chosen. In case the
credibility is in order, both the ‘check availability’ and ‘check delivery’ sub pro-
cesses can be executed in parallel. Finally, the order is denied or accepted, based
on the resulting events. It is shown that the ‘check delivery’ sub process has been
differentiated into three tasks, which are part of the rectangle that is connected
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Fig. 1. OrgML model of an order management process, based on [6, p. 92]
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with a dashed line to this sub process. The names of the three tasks are given,
as well as a used medium, the complexity of the tasks and temporal aspects are
taken into account. In this case, it is illustrated that the task ‘calculate volume
and weight’ is of a medium complexity and that the other two tasks are of a
low complexity. The temporal duration to complete a task is the same for all
three tasks, which is ‘medium’. It is illustrated that a telephone is required as a
medium to complete the task ‘call shipper’. It can also be seen that the ‘check
delivery’ sub process itself is carried out by a logistics assistant.

The ‘check delivery’ sub process provides an opportunity to determine pos-
sibilities to couple the business process model description with elements of the
cognitive matchmaking framework, as it includes a differentiation into tasks and
includes a description of the actor that is responsible to fulfill this sub process.
The cognitive matchmaking framework includes descriptions of cognitive actor
settings [15], that indicate on an abstract level which cognitive characteristics
are supplied by which type of actor. Five different abstract actor types have been
provided based on a classification of knowledge worker types [4] and on cognitive
literature [5,11], each characterized by a cognitive actor setting. More specific
actor types such as, for example, the logistics assistant in the case of the order
management process can be abstracted to such an abstract actor type. As a
consequence, this indicates which basic cognitive characteristics are supplied by
the logistics assistant. Two of the five abstract actor types as part of the cogni-
tive matchmaking framework are the expert and collaborator types [15]. When a
logistics assistant conducts the ‘call shipper’ task, he would fit the description of
a collaborator type of actor. An actor of this type always possesses the volition,
causability, and improvability characteristics.

A collaborator has the ability to exert an influence on state changes of knowl-
edge involved during task fulfillment. A collaborator is also able to improve its
own cognitive abilities during task fulfillment. However, a collaborator does not
have complete awareness of all required knowledge to fulfill a task instance and
requires others for task completion. The volition characteristic has already been
explained in section 1. Causability expresses that an actor has the ability to ex-
ert an influence on state changes of knowledge involved during task fulfillment.
When the logistics assistant processes acquired knowledge from the shipper and
documents this in the context of the order management system, he causes knowl-
edge that is implicitly present in his head to be made explicit [13]. This means
that the logistics assistant causes knowledge to change from one type to another.
During fulfillment of the ‘call shipper’ task as part of the ‘check delivery’ sub
process, the logistics assistant might have improved his own cognitive abilities.
This is indicated by the improvability characteristic. When a logistics assistant
conducts the ‘calculate volume and weight’ and ‘enter freight cost’ tasks, he
would fit the description of an expert type of actor. Next to the characteristics
possessed by a collaborator, an expert type of actor also possesses the sentience
and independency characteristics. Sentience expresses that an actor has aware-
ness of required knowledge to fulfill some task. In this case, a logistics assistant is
considered to be an expert when it comes to calculating volumes and weights of
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shipments and when entering freight costs and that he is aware of which knowl-
edge is needed for the task. Independency indicates that an expert is fully able
to fulfill a task on his own.

Next to cognitive actor settings, the cognitive matchmaking framework also
includes cognitive task settings. These task settings clarify which cognitive char-
acteristics are in any case demanded by the various task types independent of
the actor that fulfills the task. Possible knowledge intensive tasks that can be
fulfilled can be abstracted to three types [15], which includes the acquisition task
type, the synthesis task type, and the testing task type. The acquisition type is
related with the acquisition of knowledge. The ‘call shipper’ task is considered
to be a task of this abstract type, as knowledge related to freight costs has to
be acquired from shippers to fulfill this task. The synthesis type is related with
the actual utilization of acquired knowledge. The other two tasks as part of the
sub process ‘check delivery’ are tasks of this type. Knowledge has to be utilized
in order to calculate the volume and weight of a shipment and to determine the
freight cost. The testing task type is related with the identification and applica-
tion of knowledge in practice inducing an improvement of the specific knowledge
applied. For example, a student who failed an exam studies a teacher’s feedback
on his exam. Then, a re-examination attempt follows to improve his previously
acquired and utilized knowledge. The three tasks as part of the sub process do
not seem to fit the description of the testing task type.

The cognitive characteristics that are demanded by the acquisition task type
are satisfaction and relevance [15]. The satisfaction characteristic is related with
a knowledge need during task fulfillment and the eventual disappearance of that
need. When the logistics assistant calls a shipper to understand what a ship-
ment may cost and how these costs are calculated, the logistics assistant’s need
for this knowledge may have substantially been decreased. Relevance is con-
cerned with whether or not knowledge acquired is deemed appropriate during
task fulfillment. This is the case if the logistics assistant is able to acquire the
necessary knowledge by calling the shipper. In this case, the logistics assistant
is able to determine the total freight cost. The cognitive characteristics that are
demanded by the synthesis task type are applicability and correctness [15]. The
applicability characteristic expresses to what extent knowledge is applicable in
a task. When calculating the volume and weight of a shipment, the logistics
assistant applies previously acquired knowledge. When knowledge is applied it
should meet its requirements. This is indicated by the correctness characteristic.
When completing the ‘enter freight cost’ task, for example, the logistics assis-
tant should enter the correct amount in the order management system. Table 1
summarizes the abstraction of the specific actor and task types to the aforemen-
tioned abstract actor and task types. It also shows the cognitive characteristics
that characterize a combination of an actor type and task type from a cognitive
point of view. At this point it is understood which cognitive characteristics are
considered to be important for task fulfillment after abstracting the specific ac-
tor and task types that are part of the ‘check delivery’ sub process to abstract
types that are part of a cognitive matchmaking framework [15]. From this point
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Table 1. Actor type and task type abstraction

Specific actor type Abstract actor type Specific task type Abstract task type Cognitive
characteristics

Logistics assistant Expert Calculate volume Synthesis Volition
and weight Sentience

Causability
Improvability
Independency
Applicability
Correctness

Logistics assistant Collaborator Call shipper Acquisition Volition
Causability
Improvability
Satisfaction
Relevance

Logistics assistant Expert Enter freight cost Synthesis Volition
Sentience
Causability
Improvability
Independency
Applicability
Correctness

onwards, it is perfectly possible to apply the remaining steps of the cognitive
matchmaking framework as mentioned in section 1 as well, however, for that
purpose it is needed to determine the levels on which characteristics are sup-
plied and demanded in an actor/task-combination and weigh values need to be
determined to underline which characteristics are most respectively less impor-
tant in calculating a match. How and in what ways the actor type and task type
abstraction could be advantageous for task performance is discussed next.

4 Benefits of Coupling Enterprise Models with Cognitive
Aspects

Understanding which cognitive characteristics are of importance for the fulfill-
ment of a certain task as part of a process can prove to be beneficial for stakehold-
ers such as a process owner, personnel of the human resource (HR) department,
and most certainly also the actor performing knowledge intensive tasks himself.
Possible benefits of coupling enterprise models with cognitive aspects are de-
scribed from three viewpoints, which are: A ‘design time’ viewpoint, a ‘runtime’
viewpoint, and a ‘post-mortem’ viewpoint. (1) Based on the abstraction shown
in table 1, a process owner or HR employee can determine at design time that a
logistics assistant responsible for fulfilling the ‘check delivery’ sub process should
be sufficiently capable of supplying a specific set of cognitive characteristics to
successfully complete the tasks as part of the sub process. In case of the ‘call
shipper’ task, this implies the actor should: Manifest enough willpower to ful-
fill this task (volition), should be able to process different types of knowledge
(causability), improve his own cognitive abilities through conducting the task
(improvability), should be able to acquire knowledge from the shipper such that
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the task can be fulfilled (satisfaction), and all knowledge acquired should be
relevant for the task at hand (relevance). Such an exercise can be performed for
each type of task that a logistics assistant in the company should be able to
conduct, which raises awareness whether an actor is ready and fully capable to
conduct the tasks as part of his work profile or whether more training or edu-
cation is needed. It is also beneficial for process owners or an HR department
to determine what a cognitive profile of in this case a logistics assistant should
look like in order to be a successful logistics assistant for the company. An HR
department might even adapt their recruitment policy accordingly.

(2) During the execution of a process, problems might occur at runtime, i.e.,
during task fulfillment. Knowing which cognitive characteristics are required to
be supplied for which task can prove to be beneficial in finding an adequate
solution from a cognitive point of view. I.e., when it is determined by means of
runtime analysis that the satisfaction characteristic is not adequately supplied
by some actor that performs an acquisition task, the solution to improve task
performance might be found in making sure to solve the problem that the actor
is unable to diminish his knowledge need in the context of the problematic task.
(3) From a post-mortem point of view, the performance of a business process can
be analyzed retrospectively. It can be analyzed for which tasks the performance
has been adequate and for which tasks the performance was problematic. For
those tasks that were problematic it can then be determined whether demanded
characteristics have been adequately supplied. For example, for an acquisition
task type it can be analyzed whether the knowledge that has been acquired by an
actor was satisfactory and relevant in order to fulfill the task. This kind of anal-
ysis also provides insights for which tasks some actor needs to improve certain
cognitive abilities or perhaps needs to learn how to supply other characteristics
that were previously not supplied by that actor.

Besides studying an enterprise model coupled with cognitive aspects from
these three viewpoints, it makes sense to look more closely at the graphical no-
tation of the enterprise model itself. I.e., in the context of this paper an OrgML
business process model also provides graphical information that can be used for
determining what type of task is part of a sub process and what type of ac-
tor would probably be suitable for performing the task. Especially, the symbols
that indicate the complexity and expected duration of a task provide additional
information which is beneficial in determining what actor type should be allo-
cated to the task. For example, the most complex tasks should be fulfilled by
experts and by knowing which cognitive characteristics should be supplied by
expert actor types it becomes transparent what should be expected from actors
that perform such complex tasks from a cognitive point of view. The temporal
duration symbol as part of an OrgML model can be used to express that tasks
do not require a lot of time to fulfill, however, it can also be expressed that tasks
require a lot of time to fulfill. The temporal factor might have an effect on an
actor’s ability to supply cognitive characteristics as well. For example, it is in-
teresting to know whether a ‘long’ temporal duration has an effect on supplying
the volition characteristic. I.e., an actor might become less motivated if a task
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consumes a lot of his working time. On the other hand, low task complexity and
a short temporal duration might also affect supplying the volition characteristic,
for example, when an actor becomes overqualified for such a task.

5 Conclusions and Future Research

Actors working in knowledge intensive organizations deal with increasing cog-
nitive load due to an increase in the complexity of the knowledge intensive
tasks they have to fulfill. This growth in the complexity of those tasks is caused
by developments such as: Growing product and service complexity, customers
that become more and more powerful, globalization, outsourcing, and inter-
organizational alliances that also cause organizations to grow more rapidly.
Knowledge intensive organizations largely depend on their intellectual capital
in order to exist. In this paper, a part of a possible solution has been presented
to provide support for actors struggling to cope with their cognitive load. By
building on existing research, we have combined elements from a framework for
cognitive matchmaking with elements from enterprise modelling. An example
enterprise model in the form of a business process model that shows an order
management process of a company selling printers serves as an illustration to de-
termine which elements in such an enterprise model are pivotal for the coupling
with cognitive aspects. The business process model has been modelled with a
language for organizational modelling called OrgML, that is part of the method
for multi-perspective enterprise modelling (MEMO). MEMO includes an exten-
sible set of domain-specific modelling languages, that are suitable to design and,
subsequently, interrelate these designs of different parts of an enterprise.

As it is possible to differentiate (sub) processes into tasks by means of the
OrgML, it is shown how this differentiation into tasks serves as a pivot point to
couple with the key elements from the cognitive matchmaking framework. This
framework includes abstract cognitive actor and task settings. The cognitive ac-
tor settings reflect what kinds of actors in knowledge intensive organizations are
characterized by the cognitive characteristics they can offer. The cognitive task
settings reflect which cognitive characteristics are required by which types of
knowledge intensive tasks. By means of these elements, it is possible to reason
about which total set of cognitive characteristics are required to be supplied in
an actor/task-combination in order to fulfill a task. Several benefits of coupling
an enterprise model with cognitive elements have been discussed. Among those
benefits it is mentioned that the coupling raises awareness whether an actor is
ready and fully capable to conduct tasks as part of his work profile or whether
more training or education is needed. Also, knowing which cognitive character-
istics are required to be supplied for which task can prove to be beneficial in
finding an adequate solution from a cognitive point of view when problems oc-
cur during task fulfillment. For those tasks that were problematic it can then be
determined whether demanded cognitive characteristics have been adequately
supplied. Finally, it is also discussed that the graphical information provided by
an OrgML business process model which reveal the complexity and temporal
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duration of a certain task can be used for determining what type of actor would
probably be suitable for performing the task. For example, very complex tasks
should be handled by experts and by knowing which cognitive characteristics
should be supplied by expert actor types it becomes transparent what should be
expected from actors that perform very complex tasks.

As has been mentioned in the introduction 1, future research will be oriented
towards studying how other enterprise models than business process models can
be combined with cognitive elements. Furthermore, we want to get a better
understanding of which types of tasks are candidates for (partial) automation
based on cognitive characteristics or capabilities that are demanded to fulfill
such a task. In contemporary knowledge intensive organizations there are task
types that are already fully automated, there are task types that are typically
performed by humans with the support of computers and there are also types
of tasks that are not automated at all. An example of a task that is hard to
automate is a task that includes complex communication, for instance, when
a consultant has to explain to a customer why a particular decision is a better
choice than another possible decision in a given context. Especially in the context
of those task types it is interesting to understand how computers can provide
support in task fulfillment by understanding the capabilities that a computer
should offer. The graphical notation of OrgML already enables to differentiate
between a manual process, a computer-supported process, and a fully automated
process. Using the task-oriented symbols to specify which tasks should be fulfilled
as part of a process it is then possible to understand which kind of specific tasks
are still non-automated. This way, an enterprise model can be used for analyzing
which types of tasks are candidates for automation. Another question that we
would like to see answered as part of future research is related to processes that
are semi-automated and non-automated. More understanding is needed to know
how and what kind of support can be provided in case a choice has to be made
which type of actor is suitable to fulfill a semi- or non-automated task. Sub-
sequently, more knowledge should be gained when it comes to determining the
criteria with which it is possible to select an actor type over another actor type
to perform some task type. From a cognitive point of view, it is then important
to understand which cognitive characteristics can be offered by which actor type
and for which task types these characteristics are of utmost importance.
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